Lower third molar fused with a supernumerary tooth: diagnosis and treatment planning using Cone-Beam Computed Tomography

Fusão é a união de dois germes dentários em desenvolvimento, resultando numa única estrutura dentária, podendo ocorrer entre dois germes dentários normais ou entre o germe de um dente normal com um supranumerário. Dentes supranumerários são dentes adicionais à série normal e podem ocorrer em qualquer região da arcada dentária, entretanto, são mais comunsmente encontrados na maxila do que na mandíbula. O presente artigo ilustra um caso de fusão entre um terceiro molar mandibular e um dente supranumerário, onde foi realizada uma intervenção cirúrgica com o objetivo de remover os elementos dentários. Para complementar o diagnóstico, além da radiografia panorâmica, utilizou-se a técnica radiográfica de Donovan, mas, devido à proximidade do elemento dental com o ramo mandibular, não foi possível determinar um diagnóstico preciso de fusão. Sendo assim foi utilizada a Tomografia Computadorizada Volumétrica que fornece informações precisas e em três dimensões, possibilitando desta forma chegar ao diagnóstico de fusão e também auxiliando no planejamento cirúrgico.


INTRODUCTION

Supernumerary teeth are additional teeth in the normal series which may occur in any region of the dental arch although they are more frequent in the maxilla than in the mandible\textsuperscript{1-6}. They are considered uncommon and occur with a frequency of 0.3 to 3.8% in the population\textsuperscript{7} and they are classified according to their position and form. According to their location they are named mesiodens, paramolars, parapremolars and distomolars\textsuperscript{6,8}. Concerning to their form they are named eumorphic, rudimentar or dysmorphic, tuberculous and conical\textsuperscript{6,9}. Fusion is the union of two developing dental germs resulting in a single large dental structure\textsuperscript{10}.

It may be consisted of a germ of a normal tooth with a supernumerary one or with two normal dental germs\textsuperscript{1,10-12}. The pulpar chambers and canals may occur either separated or together according to the formation stage at the moment of the union. If this union occurs precociously the crowns will be together, with separate roots resulting in a big dental structure. If the union happens after the crown formation, the roots will probably be together\textsuperscript{13}. The dental fusion etiology remains unknown and may be originated from either genetic or environmental factors\textsuperscript{1,3,8,10,12-15}. However some authors suggest that it may occur due to strength or pressure over the germs of adjacent teeth during their development which produces a tissue necrosis as a consequence. This could
make the enamel organ and the dental papillae of two teeth to produce a sole tooth\textsuperscript{14,16}. This phenomenon may affect 0.5\% to 1\% of the population\textsuperscript{3,13} and may also affect both dentitions, specially in the region of incisors and canines. In relation to the permanent dentition the prevalence of fused teeth corresponds to 0.2\% and 0.05\% with the deciduous dentition presenting a higher occurrence\textsuperscript{2,13}.

In addition, there is also a difference between fusion and germination. The latter results from a failure in the division of a dental follicle, generating a big bifid crown tooth, which usually presents roots and canals in common. The fusion presents at least two ducts and two roots for the same pulpal chamber\textsuperscript{12,13,15,17}.

Nevertheless these definitions are not enough to precisely distinguish fusion and gemination, between a “normal” tooth and a supernumerary one. The final diagnosis can be obtained with both clinical and radiographic findings\textsuperscript{18}.

This article reports a clinical fusion case between a third and a fourth lower molars, diagnosed through Cone-Beam Computed Tomography (CBCT). Before the surgical procedure the patient was asked to sign the Consent Term, following the ethical principles in the Helsinki declaration (2000).

CASE REPORT

A 26-year old leukoderm female patient came to Bauru Dental School (FOB/USP Bauru, São Paulo, Brazil) asking for surgery assistance to the exodontic treatment for her third molars. During anamnesis she reported the use of iron sulfate because of iron deficiency anemia, and the use of fluoxetine hydrochloride, for the treatment of pre-menstrual tension.

According to the physician the patient was able to undergo surgical procedures, since her coagulation presented normal, and she was told to not use fluoxetine on the day of the surgery. The clinical exam presented tooth 48 partially erupted while the panoramic radiography showed the presence of a fourth molar (Figure 1). An occlusal radiography was taken to assess the relation between the fourth and the third molar, but it wasn’t possible to obtain more details because the fourth molar was too close to the mandibular ramus. The Donovan’s technique permitted to visualize two close crowns, however without establishing whether there was a union between them (Figure 2).

A CBCT was then suggested to establish whether there was fusion, gemination, or they were two distinct teeth, and also to carry out a suitable surgical planning. This exam permitted visualize a fusion between the teeth and a close relation of their roots with the lower alveolar nerve (Figure 3).
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DISCUSSION

The present clinical case is a rare example of a fusion between a lower third molar and a fourth supernumerary one. According to their shape they may be classified as eumorphic (shape and size of a tooth in the normal series), rudimentar or dysmorphic (smaller and malformed), tuberculous (more than a cusp or tubercle), and conical. They fusion may occur in any region of the dental arch though it is more frequent in the premaxilla. The upper molars’ region is the second most common location and the patient in this case also presented a fourth upper molar on the right side.

The most common region is the incisors and canines region and the fusion of permanent posterior teeth is rare. The prevalence of fused teeth in the permanent dentition is 0.2% (unilateral) and 0.05% (bilateral). Most cases of fused teeth are asymptomatic and many times they are discovered only through clinical or radiographic exams, nevertheless, Mader reported that the fusion may cause clinical problems related to aesthetics, the loss of space in the dental arch and periodontal problems. It is very important to identify and to enumerate the fused teeth both clinically and radiographically in order to plan a safe treatment.

Periapical, occlusal and panoramic radiographs generally provide the necessary information, however these images are not as precise as the three-dimensional ones. If the findings suggest high injury risks to the lower alveolar nerve, exams through additional images must be included in order to observe the anatomical relation between the root and the alveolar canal.

The CBCT permits to execute three-dimensional reconstructions providing information on axial, sagittal and coronal planes. Besides it clearly shows the anatomical relation of the mandibular canal with the third molar, the pattern and the morphology of non-erupted or supernumerary teeth, as well as their relation to adjacent teeth, maxillary sinus and mandibular canal. Finally it is necessary to point out that comparisons among images techniques showed that Computed Tomography produced more complete information than the conventional radiographs. Nevertheless the conventional equipment of Computed Tomography was not originally developed for dental use. Thus there are some problems such as high costs, the need of space, the long exposition

The patient was informed about the risks of the surgery, accepted them and signed the consent term. Prior to the surgery an intrabuccal and extrabuccal antisepsis was performed with 0.12% and 2% Chlorexidine, respectively. The sterile operating field was placed. The anesthesia was administered to the lower alveolar, lingual and buccal nerves employing the three-position technique, with 4% articaine hydrochloride.

An Avellanal incision was performed with an oblique incision on the mesial face of the second molar, the mucoperiosteum was detached, the osteotomy was performed with a # 6 carbide bur and the teeth were sectioned with a # 4138 diamond bur applying high rotation under cooling. The fused teeth were separated into three fragments because of their size and the number of roots and then extracted (Figures 4).

The postoperative medicine prescribed was Amoxicillin 500mg, every 8 hours, by 7 days; Celebra 200mg, every 12 hours, by 3 days and, in case of pain Dipyrone Sodium 500mg, every 4 hours.

After four days the patient returned to the clinic complaining about a lower right lip paresthesia which disappeared 15 days after. She was followed during the next month and did not present any other problem.

Figure 4. Transoperative.
time and also a high radiation level, to use this appliance in the dentistry field\textsuperscript{18,27}.

In recent years the CBCT has innovated the concept of dentistry imaging, allowing three-dimensional reconstruction of a patient’s face and skull. The new generation equipments permit the visualization of soft and hard tissues, surpassing conventional images in relation to the linear measurements of maxillaries, the location and the extension of dental resorptions, the radicular position, the presence of radicular fractures, the diagnosis of bone lesions, etc. Therefore these equipments allow a general view of the maxillomandibular complex. Besides these advantages, it utilizes a conical beam system of x-rays which exposes the patient to a single circular movement, and then to a smaller radiation level with faster acquisition of images and lower costs\textsuperscript{28}. Hence the CBCT that is an important exam to provide the necessary information for the surgical planning and to protect the patient against unnecessary risks\textsuperscript{26} was employed in this case.

**CONCLUSION**

In the case reported it was observed that the traditional radiographic exams (periapical, occlusal and panoramic) are not able to show details which could only be observed through the CBCT. This case report emphasizes the need to use this new diagnostic hardware to help in the treatment planning of the oral and maxillofacial surgery.
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